Abstract. Intracoronary UltraSound (IVUS) imaging allows to obtain high resolution images of internal part of coronary arteries. This tool is unique in the possibility to explore internal vessel structures of the coronary wall, being a powerful tool for diagnosis [1] . Since the coronary vessel is moving due to the periodical contraction and expansion of heart muscles, the acquired images present dierent artifacts. One of the most severe problems is the longitudinal oscillation of the IVUS catheter inside the vessel. To alleviate this problem, ECG-gating has been proposed. The goal of gating is to have subsequent frames that represent the internal vessel section in stable position and avoid the repetition of frames; that is to generate an image sequence in which the artifacts due to the heart beat have been removed while, possible translation due to vessel tortuosity can still be present. This paper presents a simple and ecient model of catheter longitudinal movement together with a fast and robust image based gating algorithm. Experimental results on 9 sequences from 7 patients, plus a comparison with ECG gating are presented.
Introduction
IVUS images are acquired with a constant speed motorized pullback of the ultrasound catheter thus providing a tool for potential applications able to compute longitudinal vessel/plaque measurements. However, IVUS pullbacks suer from dierent artifacts. First of all, (1) the position of the transducer is not xed with respect to the vessel morphology in the plane orthogonal to vessel extension. This cause that subsequent frames in a motorized pullback can be misaligned. Moreover, (2) since the visual aspect of the vessel can change due to its elasticity and due to the heart motion, the IVUS sampling depends on the sampling instant with respect to the heart cycle. This causes that subsequent frames in the pullback can have dierent vessel size or relative position and/or rotation in the image plane. Finally, (3) the longitudinal movement of the transducer is aected by a continuous oscillatory movement due to the heart beats; this causes that some positions in the vessel are sampled multiple times, and the pullback presents an oscillation in the longitudinal direction that can be easily seen in the resulting pullback video. The uneven sampling of the vessel structure (caused by (3)) can be reduced using a gating method. The gating is thought as a method to sample evenly spaced and stable frames. The stability refers to the fact that, after the gating, in subsequent frames the vessel should have a similar position and rotation. This theoretically permits to have a sampling that does not contain artifacts due to the heart cyclic movement. The gating can be performed on-line, but it requires a longer time of IVUS intervention for the physician and for the patient. Another possibility is to perform a motorized pullback while capturing the ECG signal and then perform an o-line ECG gating. This technique heavily reduces the duration of the clinical exam while giving sub-optimal frames, since the frame rate is xed, and we can sample only approximately at desired instants. Recently, other disadvantages of o-line ECG-gating have been highlighted: (1) the optimal sampling instant in the heart cycle is dicult to select (usually, the end-diastolic point) and it has high inter and intrapatient variability; (2) the ECG signal is a global measurement of the heart electrical activity while the artifacts due to the heart movement can change locally depending on the actual position of the catheter. These two points have been partially addressed in [2] . A new promising direction in IVUS o-line gating is to perform an image-based analysis of the pullback data and to infer optimal sampling points without considering the ECG signal.
Previous works on image-based IVUS gating
In [3] authors propose an algorithm that extracts the information on cardiac cycle by analyzing image sequence variation of two properties computed on a region of interest (ROI). The properties are the Average Intensity of the ROI and the Absolute Intensity Dierence between ROIs of subsequent frames. In [4] authors discuss results of their Intelligate method showing that the method performs actually as good as an ECG gating technique. In [5] and [2] authors propose an image-based gating algorithm. The basic idea is to introduce the use of a dissimilarity matrix Φ(F i , F j ) that measures the dissimilarity between the frames F i and F j of the same IVUS pullback, where i and j represent temporal variables. Once dened a proper measure such that Φ(F i , F j ) ≥ 0, they obtain a matrix that exhibits a repetitive pattern of local minima and ridges of local maxima. The pattern is repeated so that some diagonals represent the loci of local minima, thus representing a specic interval between any two frames that present minimal dissimilarity 1 . The rst diagonal of local minima is displaced a number of columns; this displacement is a clue for detecting the average heart beat along the sequence. To enhance the sharpness of maximal ridges, they convolutes the matrix Φ with an X-shaped inverted Gaussian kernel obtaining a matrixD. Now, local maxima on the above dened diagonal identies couple of frames that have a high similarity and minimal inter-frame motion. Then, authors use two algorithms to select the best frames in the path on the diagonal that have the highest local maxima inD. In [6] authors propose a method to extract the cardiac phase from IVUS sequences based on the hypothesis that the oscillation of the vessel wall is visible in longitudinal cuts.
Our Method for image-based gating
In this section we show how the image-to-image distance based on Normalized Cross-Correlation in [2] has been substituted by the distance between image descriptors with the goal of increasing robustness. Moreover, we show a method to detect gating instants that is more simple and robust than the one presented in [2] .
Basic hypothesis and model of catheter movement
The method we propose is based on the hypothesis that the image content of the IVUS pullback changes mainly for two reasons: (1) the catheter is moving through the vessel thus sampling dierent structures, (2) the heart cycle induces a periodic movement to the vessel both in longitudinal direction as well as non-rigid transformation of the vessel image in the short axis. These two facts contribute to the image content and we can assume that the image modications due to the catheter movement (1) are slower than the ones produced by the periodic vessel movement and deformation (2) . We can also assume that the modications introduced by the cyclic heart movement are, in general, periodic. Let V (l, x, y) be a virtual stack of all images that represents the vessel at each longitudinal position l. We can model the image formation as:
where s represents the constant speed of the motorized pullback, f (φ(t)) represents an unknown function that describes the longitudinal displacement as a function of the heart cycle phase. G represents an unknown 2D operator that describes the vessel image deformation due to the heart cycle, depending on the phase φ(t). The quantity l 0 + s · t + f (φ(t)) represents the position 2 of the sensor in the vessel at time t. Figure 1 (right) presents a schematic simplied description of this movement. This formulation implicitly assumes that, for two instants t 1 , t 2 with the same phase φ(t 1 ) = φ(t 2 ), the dierence between two images I(t 1 ) and I(t 2 ) depends only on the vessel content since the only variable that changes in equation (1) is the longitudinal translation s·t. While this model is oversimplied, it catches the main behavior of the catheter and vessel movements. For the goals of gating, the estimation of f (φ(t)) is the optimal solution to the problem. In next subsections we will propose an algorithm to nd minima and maxima of f (φ(t)) since the complete estimation of f (φ(t)) is a dicult problem.
Detailed description of the method
To estimate minima and maxima of f (φ(t)) we rst build a dissimilarity matrix as in [2] but using image descriptors instead of image-to-image direct comparison.
Then, we propose a simple, eective and ecient way to analyze the dissimilarity matrix to obtain f (φ(t)) minima and maxima. Summarizing, the steps are:
(1) create proper descriptor for each image; (2) build a dissimilarity matrix D between frames of the sequence using a distance metric between descriptors; (3) analyze the matrix D to nd a good sequence of instants {t 1 , t 2 . . . t N } to sample, i.e. instants in which the displacements {f (φ(t 1 )), f (φ(t 2 )) . . . f (φ(t N ))} represent all the f local minima or maxima. As a consequence of step (3), theoretically the artifacts due to the catheter longitudinal oscillation f (φ(t)) and the unknown deformation G are completely removed. The following sections describe the method in details.
Image descriptor: Subsequent IVUS images in a pullback can be quite dierent even if the content is very similar. This is due to dierent facts, among them: the image is corrupted by multiplicative noise, the viewpoint (the catheter) can change thus resulting in a translation and rotation (from the catheter point of view), the elasticity of the tissue and the temporarily dilation of the vessel can result in a non-rigid transformation. For these reasons we need an image descriptor that is invariant to translation and rotation (on the center of catheter), thus reducing the inuence of the catheter roto-translation. Moreover, we need a descriptor that is robust to noise. To tackle the rst property, we transform the IVUS image from Cartesian to polar coordinates,
where (x k , y k ) is the center of both the catheter and the Cartesian image. For notational simplicity, from now on we refer to the polar image as I(x, y). After this transformation, rotation on the catheter axis results in translation and translation results in deformation. Since the catheter position in the image plane varies slowly, this transformation can be sucient to alleviate the problem of the catheter movement in the image plane. To have a descriptor with the required properties we use local lters, such as the Gabor lters, but summarize their response over the whole image. Even if this seems contradictory, the Gabor lters allow to locally measure the size and orientation of the textures in the image and the integration over the whole image gets rid of the possible noise simply by averaging. In this way, small variations are almost uninuential while important and similar changes (e.g. same changes in the texture) become signicant. The descriptor is a vector of M elements v(t) = {v 1 (t), v 2 (t), . . . , v M (t)} based on the following formula:
where g i are Gabor patches which continuous component is null Figure 2 shows I 1 and four images corresponding to the rst four local minima in D(t 1 , j) starting from the diagonal. It can be noticed that the visual dierences in images increase with the temporal delay, since the catheter is actually moving with an average constant speed s. In fact, the last image presents a dissimilarity value with respect to t 1 that is double the other images and shows eectively some novelties in the image structure (see e.g. the top right and bottom parts of the image). To obtain a robust estimation of the phase φ(t) and f (φ(t)) is a dicult task thus we restrict our goal to nd the points in which the function f (φ(t)) has its maxima and minima. Figure 1 (right) shows a spatio-temporal graph in which the movement of the catheter is represented with respect to the vessel, showing the points of local f (φ(t)) maxima and minima too. Identifying these two points is easier than estimating the whole function f (φ(t)). Moreover, these two points indicate the instants in which the direction of the catheter motion is changing, and thus theoretically, where the real speed of the catheter is very small. For these reasons identifying these two points is good for gating IVUS pullbacks. Supposing that t m is an instant such that f (φ(t m )) is a local maximum 3 , we can notice in gure 1 (right) that if we move forward on the time axis, we move backward on the l axis (space) and if we move backward in time, we still move backward in l. This means that there are couples of sampled images of the vessel are almost similar in both sequences but in inverted order. This fact appears in the matrix D as lines of local minima parallel to the anti diagonal (see gure 1 for an example). Then, to detect these points we sum values along diagonals parallel to the anti diagonal, using proper normalization, obtaining a function m(t) where local minima represent local maxima or minima of f (φ(t)):
where n is the number of neighbor frames considered for the analysis. Usually, a value of n > 200 is sucient for having a good m(t) signal. Figure 3 shows the function m(t) computed on the matrix D of gure 1. As it can be noticed, Fig. 3 . Detection of f minima and maxima (see text).
the local minima are clearly visible, thus it is easy to select optimal frames by tracking local minima. Next section provides a comparison with standard ECG gating in producing longitudinal cuts of several pullback sequences.
Results
We tested the proposed method on 9 sequences (approx. 2000 frames for each sequence) from 7 patients. Since a well dened methodology for comparison of gating algorithms is not available, and no rigorous validation of previous image based gating algorithm is accessible, we performed a comparison with ECGgating. Figure 4 shows a comparison between an ECG-gated longitudinal cut (frames have been sampled at the end-diastolic point) and the proposed imagebased gating algorithm. It can be noticed that the image-based gated longitudinal cut appears smoother than the ECG gated one. To quantitatively com-ECG gated Image-based gated Table 1 shows the number of selected frames and values of the discontinuity measure S for all the 9 sequences and for both ECG and image-based gated longitudinal cuts. The proposed method selects approximately 11% more frames than ECGSeq. n. Table 1 . Number of selected frames and discontinuity measurement on 9 sequences for ECG and Image based gated longitudinal cuts.
gating due to the dierences in phase between image based and ECG selected frames. This results in shorter detected loops for the proposed algorithm. While the discontinuity S does not provide absolute quality measurement, it can be used to compare two dierent methods that produce images containing similar visible structures. In this case, the proposed method works similar or better than ECG gating for all tested sequences.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper we presented a simple and ecient model of catheter longitudinal movement together with a fast and robust image based gating algorithm. The model is necessary to understand the nature of catheter movement and the artifacts during the pullback acquisition procedure. Then, an ecient and robust algorithm is proposed. The use of image descriptors makes the algorithm robust and modular, since other descriptors can be incorporated into the algorithm. The method is not aected by the vessel deformation and ultrasound image noise, moreover, it has been tested on dierent IVUS sequences providing good results. As future directions, a deeper investigation on highly non-regular heart beats is also one of our next goals. The proposed algorithm can potentially be used as a pre-processing step to IVUS sequence for longitudinal measurements of vessel's structures.
